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Owning change in transportation
Our client is a worldwide leading supplier of IT solutions for public transport—a
powerhouse managing a global fleet of over 100,000 vehicles. Their fully integrated,
intelligent systems give a holistic view of transportation from start to finish,
managing daily tasks in planning, ticketing, operations control and real-time
passenger information for their customers.

THE PROPOSITION:
Mass transit migration

POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP:
En route to endless opportunity

Maximizing investments is critical for futureforward thinking in today’s ever-changing
technical landscape. To better provide innovative
IT strategies for their public transport clients,
our client needed a flexible yet secure framework
for cloud-based transportation solutions—
assessing, designing and implementing Amazon
Web Services (AWS).

Leveraging our AWS practice capabilities, we
laid the AWS groundwork to achieve our client’s
vision and prepare them for future-forward
cloud initiatives. When complex technical
challenges arose, we swerved to find new
innovative IT solutions. We were instrumental
in setting up and deploying an environment our
client could leverage for future success, paving
the way for change.

They sought a partner with a commitment to
pragmatic and lean processes and a proven
success record of cloud migrations.
OUR PROPOSAL:
Caravan to the cloud
How do you gain momentum in the disruption
game? By moving to the cloud faster. We
partnered with our client to set up a cloud
strategy and foundation for future cloud
success. As an AWS Advanced Consulting
Partner, we worked together to create a
repeatable AWS framework to utilize with
their transportation clients. From design,
migration and implementation to adoption
and improvement.
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Real-World Results
Full speed ahead. With brand new cloud capabilities, our client increased the speed to market
to which they develop and deploy their products to clients. Our partnership created operational
efficiency and continual business improvements as well as shaped new methods of innovation
offered to their clientele—allowing them to provide maximum value to their clients for their
technology solutions.
The journey? Transformative. The destination? Achieved.

Increased speed
to market

Created new
methods of
innovation to
client’s customers

Created
operational efficiency
and business
improvements

About TEKsystems
We’re partners in transformation. We help clients activate ideas and solutions to take advantage of a new world of
opportunity. We are a team of 80,000 strong, working with over 6,000 clients, including 80% of the Fortune 500, across
North America, Europe and Asia. As an industry leader in Full-Stack Technology Services, Talent Services and real-world
application, we work with progressive leaders to drive change. That’s the power of true partnership. TEKsystems is an
Allegis Group company.
Experience the power of real partnership. TEKsystems.com
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